
Grammatical Considerations

It is clear that Naskapi is vastly different from English or French, and it is not the purpose of this

introduction to outline its complete grammatical structure. However, an awareness of certain differences
between Naskapi and the European languages is particularly helpful for users of a lexicon of this type.

Gender

In English and French, important distinctions are made on the basis of gender. Nouns, the names of
persons, places or things are classified as to whether they are male/masculine or female/feminine (or

neuter). This is called gender classification.

Naskapi also classifies nouns, but in a very different way. Gender groups in Naskapi are not he, she, (or

it): instead, all male, female, animal and living nouns are classified as animate, separating them from
the category of all nonliving inanimate nouns.

Just as in English and especially French we sometimes make a gender distinction that is not necessarily

based upon masculinity or femininity (for example, when we refer to a car, a gun or a boat as a "she"),

so also in Naskapi we find that there are a few exceptions. For example, some nonliving nouns are

classified in the animate category, such as the Naskapi words for "pipe", "caribou hide", "bread" and
"snowmobile".

This gender distinction is an important one in Naskapi: note that different verbs are used to refer to the

same action when the gender of a participant is different:

waapaatim 'she/he sees it.' (inanimate)

waapimaaw 'she/he sees hinVher.' (animate)

miichisuw 'she/he eats it.' (inanimate)

muwaaw 'she/he eats it.' (animate, bread)

In the lexicon, the noun class is indicated by the upper case letters NA for noun, animate and NI for

noun, inanimate.

Transitivity

Verbs are used in language to describe actions or states of being. The person or thing that does the

action is called the actor. If there is someone or something that receives or is affected by the action,

that one is called the goat

If a verb does have a goal, it is called a transitive verb, because the action "transits" or passes over from
the actor to the goal. For example, in the English sentence "Ben hits the ball" Ben is the actor, the ball

is the goal, and the hitting passes (transits) from the actor to the goal.

Verbs that do not have goals are called intransitive verbs. An English example could be "Ben is

sleeping." Ben is the actor, is sleeping is the action, but there is no goal.

The four verb classes in Naskapi are distinguished by whether the verb is transitive or intransitive, and
then further by the gender (animacy or inanimacy) of the participants.

TransitiveAn/mate Verbs (VTA)

These verbs have a goal to receive the action (which makes them transitive), and that goal is an

animate noun. Thus, they are called transitive animate verbs. The upper case letters VTA stand for verb,

transitive animate and this is the designation you will find listed with these verbs when you look them
up in the lexicon.

waapimaaw 'she/he sees hinyher, it (anim)'

Transit/ve inanimate Verbs (VTt)

These verbs also have a goal to receive the action (which makes them transitive), but this time the goal

is an inanimate noun. So these are designated VTI for verb, transitive inanimate.

waapaatim 'she/he sees it'



Animate Intransitive Verts (VAt)

Since these verbs have no goal, they are called intransitive. Instead, we look to the gender of the actor

of these verbs: the person or thing that does the action is an animate noun. Thus they are designated

VAI for verb, animate intransitive.

nipaaw 'she/he sleeps'

Inanimate Intransitive Verts (VII)

Here the gender of the thing doing the action is inanimate (or unspecified completely) and further there

is no goal indicated to receive the action. These are designated VII for verb, inanimate intransitive.

chimuun 'it is raining'

Word Classification

On the word level Naskapi has three basic divisions: Nouns, words that name people and things; Verbs,

words that describe actions; and Particles, which includes function words like "under", "and", "around**,

"but", etc. This three-division system is much simpler on the word level than English or French, for

example, which have more than twice the number of basic divisions or "parts of speech". However, it

will be seen that Naskapi turns out to be every bit as complex as English or French, although the

complexity is found on a different level.

In English and French, the rules governing the structure of a sentence (syntax, word order) are very

complex. So, the components that make up sentences in English and French (words) have many

different divisions (parts of speech). However, you will find that in Naskapi the information

communicated in a single verb will always constitute an entire sentence in English and French. This

very basic difference is easily seen in the body of this lexicon: all the English or French translations of

Naskapi verbs are complete sentences. So, where English and French have a very complex structure on

the sentence level, Naskapi has a complex verb structure.

Definitions

In the lexicon, the English definitions have a particular form, which was carefully chosen to reflect the

meaning of the Naskapi word it describes.

she/he

This is always used to indicate an animate participant. It makes no difference whether the participant is

male or female.

she/he, it (anim)

Sometimes this designation is used, especially when the action could be performed by a person or other

animate noun (animal, etc.)

In a few cases, such as "she gives birth" or "he has a beard", the she/he designation is not used for

practical reasons. However, it should be pointed out that the Naskapi word does not explicitly designate

"female" or "male" even in these cases.

it

When "it" alone appears before the action, an inanimate participant is indicated.

Certain verbs can refer to either an animate or inanimate participant. These are designated as VAI/II,

and have "she/he, it" listed in the definition.

Citation Form

She, he and it all indicate third person singular participants. This is because in Naskapi, the third

person singular verb is used as the standard citation form or lexicon entry. Naskapi words have many

different forms to indicate participants, tense, direction of action, etc. For example:



chi - waapim -aaw 'you see him/her' 2nd singular

ni- waapim aaw ' I see him/her' 1st singular

waapim-aaw ' she/he sees him/her' 3rd singular

chi- waapim -aawaaw ' you (pi) see him/her ' 2nd plural

ni- waapim aanaan 'we see him/her ' lstplural (excl.)

waapimaauch ' they see him/her' 3rd plural

For several reasons, including simplicity, the third person singular form has been chosen as the Naskapi

citation form for verbs in the lexicon.

Finals

Certain phrases found in the English definition refer to a part of the Naskapi word called a final These

include useful wood, stick-like, string-like, sheet-like or stone, metal. These indicate that the Naskapi

word in question is used only to refer to things which have that particular property. Thus, nipiiwaaskun

*it (stick-like) is wet* could refer to a tent pole or pencil, but not a rock, caribou hide or piece of rope.

Other Naskapi finals indicate the means by which an action is performed: thus, we find phrases like by

hand, by tool, by heat or by foot or body, etc.

paakuchikaaham 'she/he makes a hole in it with an axe'

paakuchipitim 'she/he makes a hole in it by hand'

paakuchiputaaw 'she/he makes a hole in it with a saw'

paakunaasMm 'she/he makes a hole in it by foot or body*
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